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hi rakesh, still the same problem at my a6, i just tried again and this time i installed the newer version v4.10, and i get the same message box. what should i do? my phone still doesn't work properly. is there anyway i can check
to see if my device is actually compatible with v4.10? it should be noted that installation of twrp doesn't require an appropriate file and fastboot folder (or anything else) in the /system partition. if you have installed the twrp, you
don't even need the odin tool. the problem is that the user interface used by the wizard app doesn't show this option and the created file/folder path may be incorrect and lead to a brick tablet. this is because the wizard app uses
a different user interface and we need to modify it's model accordingly and build it. as per the tutorial, i had created a one folder called "fastboot" in the "data" folder. i didn't know what it was for and didn't care. i used the latest
odin to flash the stock rom (aswl, aswl_rtl_v7.1.2_20160909, md5: 65ffe0e5c35aea8d1eb30ddb17405f6d) to the device. at this stage, the tablet was working fine. but, it still didn't have a micro sd card. i read somewhere that the
fastest way to update the firmware was via fastboot. i also read somewhere that samsung's method of flashing through odin was also the fastest, if you have the correct firmware. so, i decided to use the stock samsung method
and flashed it through odin using fastboot which was not even created. i downloaded both the "boot.img" and "fastboot.txt" from the "update" folder of the firmware. the update method suggested by the tutorial was based on

the file fastboot.txt alone.
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once you've successfully downloaded and extracted the file: odin 3.12, open odin3.exe. the following is a quick tutorial on how to make odin 3.12 work with the odin script instead of the default program. click the "sd-d1" tab. here you are going to choose which of your
partitions you want to write the firmware to. you can choose as many partitions as you want to write to. if this is your first time flashing with odin, you should select the "primary partition" which is sdcard at this point. you should now be able to see the options that you want
to write to your partition. select the sdcard partitions you want to write to (cp, efs, ap) and click the "start" button at the bottom-right of the screen to begin flashing the firmware to your phone. we're going to use usb debugging for this update, so make sure your phone is

connected properly. if you're unsure where to find the "usb debugging" toggle, you can usually find it by clicking the "more" button on the lower right hand corner of the notification panel. now we'll make sure that the samsung usb drivers (currently in "drivers\usb_drivers")
are installed on your system. go to the directory c:\users\owner\appdata\local\samsung electronics\combo and find the "drivers\usb_drivers" folder. if this folder doesn't exist, or if you have them installed already, it's probably best to re-install the drivers. the

"drivers\usb_drivers" folder should have three folders in it - "samsungwinusb2_1.0.zip", "samsungwinusb2_3.zip", and "samsungwinusb_3.zip". we'll be looking at the "samsungwinusb_3.zip" folder. 5ec8ef588b
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